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The Nature of Inspiration features intimate in-
terviews with some of Canada's best visual 

artists, who discuss their work and its relation-
ship to the environment. Featuring photograph-
er Edward Burtynsky, mixed media artists Mar-
lene Creates, Peter von Tiesenhausen, sculptor 
Dempsey Bob, and others. The Nature of Inspi-
ration travels from coast to coast, documenting 
not only Canada's best artists, but some of its 

most breathtaking locations. Shot over a period 
of six years, the program is an unprecedented 
glimpse into the minds of the country's most 

important artists. 45min 2012 G    A truly beauti-
ful meditation on creativity where the cine-

matographer’s art almost surpasses the artists 
themselves in their expression of the natural 
world.    Artist talk with cinematographer/

director Ian Toews and including other ex-
amples of his and 291Film Company’s work.    

 MAUDIE, 
based on a 
true story, 
is an un-

likely rela-
tionship 
between 
reclusive 
Everett 
Lewis 
(Ethan 
Hawke) 

who hires 
a fragile 

yet deter-
mined woman named Maudie (Sally 

Hawkins) to be his housekeeper. Maudie, 
bright-eyed but hunched with crippled 

hands, yearns to be independent, to live 
away from her protective family and she 
also yearns, passionately, to create art.  
MAUDIE charts Everett’s adjustment to 

sharing his life and tiny cabin with a strong-
minded woman and Maud getting what she 
needs with this difficult man - and her sur-

prising rise to fame as a folk painter. 115min 
2016  Pg   We’ll add an NFB short about 

Maud Lewis and discuss this modest but    
persistent outsider artist’s legacy.

6:30 Monday Aug 7 26 

6:30 Monday July 31  

The perfect film 
for a warm 

summer 
evening, the 

kind where you 
might want to 

have your 
undies cooling 
in the fridge.    

In the midst of a 
summer heat 

wave, New Yorker Richard Sherman (Tom 
Ewell) ships his wife and their son off to Maine 
for vacation. Left alone to work back in Man-

hattan, Richard encounters a gorgeous blonde 
model (Marilyn Monroe) who has moved into 

the apartment upstairs, and becomes immedi-
ately infatuated. While pondering infidelity, 

Richard dreams of his beautiful new neighbor -
- but will his fantasies about her become a 
reality?  Wonderful performances. We’ll 

screen from a beautifully restored Bluray 
copy - with extras. 105min 1962 Pg 

6:30 Monday July 24  

THE  
NATURE  
OF  
INSPIRATION

Remembering 

Marilyn 55 years 

after her death

6:30 Monday July 3, 2017 6:30 Monday July 17 

Disney presents a Roald Dahl classic di-
rected by Steven Spielberg. In an imagina-
tive tale filled with magic, wonder and un-
expected friendship, a young orphan girl is 
launched on an enormous adventure when 
she crosses paths with a mysterious being 
called the Big Friendly Giant. Not all giants 

are as friendly, many are nasty man-
eaters, especially child eaters, so adven-
tures, that include the Queen of England, 
ensue. Gobsmackingly wonderful imagery 
and a delightfully complex BFG character 
played by Mark Rylance. 115min 2016 Pg 

6:30 Monday July 10 

Academy Award-
winning filmmak-
er John Zaritsky 
is determined to 
capture what he 
believes is the 

biggest and best 
story he’s ever 

encountered. His 
‘swan song’, No 

Limits: The 
Thalidomide Saga, is his last instalment in a 
documentary trilogy about Thalidomide’s dis-
astrous legacy. With a film crew at his side, 
John embarks on an road trip that confronts 

the best and worst in the aging director. Both a 
portrait and candid behind-the scenes, Mr 

Zaritsky On TV shows the too often underap-
preciated aspects of documentary filmmaking 
as experienced by a man reclaiming his place 
in the filmmaking landscape. This portrait was 
captured by directors Jennifer Di Cresce, and 
his DOP Michael Savoie. 79min 2016 Pg13    
John Zaritsky will be with us in person to 
talk about his long and colourful career.    

Moonlight charts the life of Chiron across 
three defining chapters of his life – starting 

out as a young black man growing up in 
turbulent Miami, it follows his ongoing 

struggles with his sexuality and unstable 
family life. As we follow his life through his 
teenage years and into manhood – the film 
becomes a much broader inspection into 

identity as a whole, showing how his dam-
aged upbringing with mother Paula, and 

high school bullying shape his road ahead. 
Justifiably awarded the Best Picture Oscar. 
110min 2016 R    (we’ll show it with subtitles  

as some dialogue is tricky to catch) 

The 
BFG

MOONLIGHT


